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Case 1:  
 
Ms. Schmid enters the Migros store in Olten. She slips on the wet floor and breaks her left leg. It 
has been a rainy day and the persons entering the store had made the marble floor wet. Ms. Schmid 
suffers intense pain. She has to be transported by ambulance to the hospital. She remains one week 
in the hospital. Additionally, she is unable to work in her job as a hairdresser for another 6 weeks 
(she is self-employed and has her own shop). The hospital sends her a bill over CHF 5’760.--. The 
losses incurred from having to close her shop amount to roughly CHF 36’000.-. 
 
Questions:  
 

- Does Ms. Schmid have claims against Migros? Assume that there is no insurance covering 
the costs and damages incurred. 

- How could Migros defend itself in case Ms. Schmid brings a claim in court against it? 
 
 
 
 
Case 2:   
 
 
Nucore  Medtech Corp., of Bristol UK, produce artificial bone replacements, like steel hips or 
carbon knees, which are implanted to patients suffering from arthrosis. Nucore have the license 
from the British government to produce and sell medical equipment. As with all medical 
equipment, there is a high liability risk: patients who have been implanted an artificial bone 
could claim high damages should one be defective. Therefore, before the operation, each patient 
has to sign a liability waiver with the following wording: “Nucore Medtech Corp. accept no 
responsibility whatsoever for accidents, injuries or other damages”. 
 
In 2008, about 90 patients, who have been implanted a steel hip, started suffering from intense 
pains a few weeks after their operations. The implanted hips had to be removed in difficult 
operations. The British Government started a thorough investigation of these incidents and 
found out that the steel hips had not been cleaned sufficiently before leaving the factory of 
Nucore. Bacteria had caused severe infections. The production process in the factory is chaotic: 
among other points, the artificial bones are not sterilized before they are shipped to the 
hospitals. 
 
You are Nucore’s inhouse lawyer: the board of directors asks you to prepare an overview of all 
legals risks arising out of this situation. 
 
 


